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Junebum ParkJunebum ParkJunebum ParkJunebum Park(1976~), the Korean media artist who has been recognized 

as one of the most promising video artists overseas by showing various 

precious exhibitions in Germany, Spain, England, Australia and America, 

etc., is planning to have a solo exhibition at his homeland Korea, at Gallery 

Hyundai Gangnam Space, Seoul, Korea.  

 

 

Junebum Park’s works are based on video images he films by himself. In 

his recent works, which are going to be shown newly at this upcoming 

exhibition, he creates more actively various specified situations or 

phenomena and records them, yet still working much with sources found 

in everyday life. These themes make the viewer feel more familiar with 

Junebum Park’s works. In the video images, the artist distorts and 

maximizes the movement of the objects together with all the sounds 

resulted from those movements. He operates the speed of the screen to 

emphasize these effects.  
 

 

Junebum Park has received attention overseas since he 

showed「Parking」in the Exhibition of [Trauma & Healing] sponsored by 

Seoul Arts Center in 2001. He showed various solo exhibitions overseas 

with great attention, lately in Berlin at Herrmann & Wagner Gallery [Elastic 

System (Feb.7-Mar.22, 2008)] and at the special exhibition of Liverpool 

Biennale [Fantasy Studio Project (Sept.16-Nov.30, 2008)].  
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JH Ryu, Exhibition Team Manager via jh.ryu@galleryhyundai.com 

 

For further inquiries  

Gallery HYUNDAI Gangnam Space TEL 82-2-519-0800 

CI Jang, PR Associate via ci.jang@galleryhyundai.com 

EJ Sung, PR Manager via ej.sung@galleryhyundai.com 
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